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Read this first 

What does freedom really mean to you? Does it mean being able to do the 
things you love and waking up excited about life every day? Does it mean 
freedom from crippling anxiety, or the freedom to be yourself, express your 

thoughts and emotions without fear?

You can live in a free country, have a passport that enables you to travel 
where you like, you may have financial freedom and the means to live the 
lifestyle you desire. You may be free to choose whom to marry, what to 
believe in and what to do with your life. You can choose your career and 
path. But you can still be a prisoner to your own emotional pain, your 
defenses and unwanted patterns that run your life and determine what 
kind of relationships you end up in and what levels of success, health and 
happiness you allow yourself to have – totally unconsciously. You may 
still not be truly happy or free.

A classic yogic mantra goes: “Lokah, samastah, sukhino bhavantu” 
– may all beings everywhere be happy and free. This is my desire: to see 
all beings happy and free. It does not mean the absence of challenges 
or difficulties in life, or the absence of pain. They are all a part of this 
human existence and experience. But we can learn to be truly happy and 
free amongst them (far beyond the “stiff upper lip” or the fake smile we 
put on for a show of a brave face when all we really want to do is scream). 
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I did not write this book to help you “fix yourself ”, or even to help you 
become a “better person”. In fact I live in a paradigm (personal reality) 
where there is absolutely nothing inherently wrong with you, or anyone; 
there never was and never will be. In my reality you are lovable and  
divine as you are, even if your current experience may appear or feel 
contrary. Sometimes we forget that we are enough, and can live our 
lives believing a different reality of lack, hardship, stressful relationships, 
dissatisfaction and emotional struggle. I’ve been there too, and sometimes 
still pop in for a visit. But if you’d rather live in a different reality of 
fulfilling relationships, personal peace, connection, joy and abundance, 
then read on. 

In order to shift those areas of your life that are not working for you, 
you need get to know yourself fully and get real about what it is that 
isn’t working. Then you can, bit by bit, deconstruct the prison that you 
have unknowingly built for yourself. This book is written as a manual to 
help you on that journey and expand from your old reality into a new 
paradigm where you meet those long lost parts of yourself, learn to get 
to know, accept and even love them, and thus remember your absolute 
unconditional worthiness beyond what you could currently imagine. 
Because that’s what you are: worthy of your heart’s true desires. You are a 
divine being from a divine source full of spirit and potential, and so it is. 

You may already know this on a mental level, but often we are riddled 
with strong unconscious beliefs that speak differently. If your physical 
reality (= home, job, health, wealth, relationships, etc.) does not match 
the conscious idea you have about your worthiness, then you can be sure 
that contrary unconscious thoughts and beliefs are keeping you from 
fully embodying it.

Now it is time to embrace all of life’s experience and deepen intimacy 
with yourself and life itself, in all its messiness. These chapters and 
practical exercises will help you choose freedom wherever you feel stuck.
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LET THE EXPLORATION BEGIN!

First of all we need to get clear about where we are not happy and free. 
There will be some necessary inventory of old piles of dirt – our old 
beliefs about ourselves and the world that no longer work for us; old 
defenses and masks that give us a false sense of safety, but deep down 
keep us feeling alone, misunderstood and unloved. We really need to “let 
that shit go” before we can enter into our new reality, and, before we can 
truly and completely let it go, we need to fully own it. I mean really, really 
own it, down to the dirty, yukky detail. 

This can be a challenging process, particularly the part where 
we become aware of the dysfunctional patterns, beliefs and hidden 
personalities that keep us stuck, but have not yet changed them. It is 
probably the most annoying part! 

However, the good news is that bringing our unconscious motives 
and pay-offs into our conscious awareness will eventually help us shift 
them, with little effort. It is a process that goes well beyond just reading 
the book: it’s an ongoing practice. I wrote this book for myself too. I also 
need to keep actively practicing the principles that I know work!

I promise you freedom

A word of warning: You may not like some of the content in this book! 
I am aware that some, or rather a lot, of this stuff is quite confronting. 
When you do get triggered by what you read – or anything in life for that 
matter – I recommend you go through that part again, extra carefully, as 
there will be something important for you. The moments when we get 
triggered are always prime opportunities for learning. They are where 
the treasure is hidden! Who said self-development was always going to 
be fun?! Well, when you are digging into some of the deepest corners 
of yourself it isn’t always going to be pretty. But what I can guarantee 
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is that it will be worth it. I promise it will be worth persisting through 
the momentary resistance and discomfort. I promise you freedom;  
nothing less.

What if you’ve already tried it all?

By my early thirties I had read about every self-development book under 
the sun, done dozens of courses and tried as many healing modalities. I was 
eating healthily, exercising, meditating, looking after myself, practicing 
and teaching yoga and doing all the “right things”, but something still 
wasn’t working in my life. I kept having difficult relationships and some 
persistent health problems, and was in a lot of emotional pain. Then I 
came across emotional work, including breathwork, body psychotherapy 
and core energetics, all of which changed my life, health and relationships 
completely, from the inside out. 

I realized that in order to become enlightened / enlighten ourselves  
we need to bring light into the darkness that is in us. In other words,  
to become conscious we need to bring that which is unconscious into  

the light of consciousness.

This is something we have grown very afraid to do; to explore our 
darkness. We are under the impression that by ignoring it and disowning 
it and we make it disappear – or that by looking at it or exposing it we will 
make it grow. We are taught that by our positive affirmations and denial 
of our painful emotions and negative thoughts we turn into creatures of 
light. We concentrate on the positive and always try to see the upside, 
and we wonder why we stay stuck, why we still feel in so much pain. It 
must be the world, then. It must be the others, causing it…? 

This is what is different and noteworthy here: I am saying that we have 
been given the wrong instructions, or perhaps we have misunderstood 
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them. We need to turn toward our pain, not away from it.  It actually 
is vital, crucial and inevitable that we must explore, deeply get to know, 
accept and even love our darkness; all of that which we are ashamed of 
and would rather hide away, in order to become unstuck and have the life 
we desire - that life of freedom that I speak of. 

Of course we don’t have to go there if we don’t want to; the choice is 
ours, but we need to be aware that, the longer we avoid our blind spots 
or our shadow and ignoring its existence, the longer and stronger it keeps 
running our lives! 

This is where a lot of self-development and spiritual practice 
falls short

A) It bypasses the deep emotional work, which means our unprocessed 
and unconscious emotions keep us stuck, and the progress is tediously 
slow. 

B) It teaches us methods of avoiding, numbing or overriding our pain 
rather than becoming closely intimate and comfortable with it. 

C) It pushes us to identify with a smaller and smaller part of ourselves 
(that which is forever positive, loving, forgiving, compassionate, 
healthy, happy, successful, fill in the blank) – leaving the remaining 
parts of us disowned, hidden and unconscious. 

Eventually we may even start to believe that narrow identification is who 
we are, and become completely unconscious of all of the rest, which we 
judge as unacceptable. This is actually pretty dangerous, because it is 
those unconscious emotions and parts of ourselves that really drive us. 
When this happens we become more and more intolerant of other people 
and their darkness. We simply cannot bear to look at it. This makes love 
very, very difficult – almost impossible – and we wonder why our life just 
isn’t working out the way we’d like it to!
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When I was exposed to some of the concepts I share in this book, they 
triggered the hell out of me. I had spent my whole life gathering evidence 
and a story of another kind (you’ll understand what I mean later as I 
share my experiences and my process) and then I was told to throw it 
all out the window and take responsibility for everything that happens 
in my life. What happened was I defended my old shitty story like my 
life depended on it. It was a crappy reality of betrayal, necessary defense, 
painful relationships and constant inner battle, and yet, on some level, I 
didn’t want to let it go. I defended my right to make others wrong and 
remain a disempowered victim (even if I never would have admitted it). 
Think about it – that’s insane! 

But this is what we do. We hang onto our story – we hang onto our 
misery – even though it’s not really working for us, because it is familiar. 
It is what we know and we believe it is the only reality. Of course it is 
real for us, but in truth it is only one of an infinite number of possible 
realities. So I am asking you to trust me as a friend, like I trusted my 
teachers when I was so desperate I had nothing to lose. It will require not 
just intellectual understanding of these principles, but embodying them 
in your daily life by constant practice. 

HOW TO USE AND READ THIS BOOK

I have avoided too many words and tried to make the messages concise. No 
matter how short, each chapter is a big bite to swallow and may take some 
time for you to digest, put into practice and integrate. The chapters work 
as a whole and support each other. You may read them in any order, but 
they will make the most sense when read in the order in which they appear. 

This is not a guide on how to live your life, or how to manage stress 
or anger or control your emotions, but on how to know yourself fully. 
It is not something I have come up with myself, but what I have been 
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taught by various teachers in numerous different ways, then practiced 
and found effective. I have simply put it into my own words as I have 
experienced in my own life. There is no theory here that hasn’t been 
tested over years and years by millions of people around the world in real 
life, in real relationships, careers, passions and real life challenges. I have 
used my own life and story in the many personal examples, and leave 
it up to you to apply the principles to your own life and experiences. 
Go ahead and fill in the blanks with your own emotions, situations and 
people in your life; swap she for he and so on. 

The contents of this book can show you a way to true freedom, love, 
power and joy. Buckle up and dive in. Your life will never be the same 
again.





PART 1

Emotions: the dark side
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Emotional literacy – emotions 101

We live with our emotions every day. Sometimes they take us  
higher than all the drugs on the planet, and other times cause  

us a lot of pain. 

We are all emotional beings and emotions are an integral part of our 
life and existence, whether we are aware of them or not. But most of us 
weren’t taught at home or at school how to recognize, process or express 
our emotions in a healthy way. In fact, the less aware of our emotions 
we are (the less “emotional” we think we are), the more they influence us 
unconsciously. This is why it is helpful to understand and learn to read 
them; to become emotionally literate.

It is known that only about 10% or less of all our decision-making 
is influenced by the conscious, logical, rational mind (the neocortex part 
of the brain). Let’s think for a moment what this means. Consider all 
those hundreds, even thousands, of decisions and choices about how we 
interpret or respond to things, our likes and dislikes, and how we live our 
life every single day. 

Isn’t it astonishing that the remaining 90% happens in the unconscious 
mind and the older parts of the brain that are linked to our emotions, 
instincts and intuition?

So the more in touch with our emotions we are on a day-to-day basis, 
the more aware we are of what really drives us. 
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As we become more in tune with our emotions we can make more 
conscious choices every day about how to live, how we respond or react 
to things, and how we interpret events and things around us. We begin 
to embrace all of life’s experiences instead of running away from pain 
and seeking pleasure. We learn about ourselves, and through knowing 
ourselves better, we are able to be more authentic and have deeper 
connection with other people.

What is emotion? 

Science now tells us what the yogis and mystics have known for thousands 
of years: everything is energy. Our emotions are different energies in the 
body-mind: 

E-motion = energy in motion

Going with the flow

All energy needs to move. It can work for or against us – or, more 
accurately, we can work with it or against it: go with the flow or against 
the flow. It is never the emotion itself that causes problems. Energy is 
neutral; it is neither good nor bad. 

We may have learnt to think of certain emotions as negative, something 
to be avoided, but in reality all emotions have their purpose. It’s just that 
we don’t know how to express them in a healthy way. 

In the quest to be happy and free it is vital to learn to understand 
ourselves, to recognize and comprehend our so-called “negative” (or 
more painful) emotions such as fear, anger, sadness, shame and guilt, as 
well as their healthy aspects.

So where do we begin? How do we become more emotionally literate? 
A good place to start is learning to recognize and name our emotions. 
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Sometimes we just feel something, and we can tell it is driving our 
actions, but we don’t seem to be able to make much sense of it. 

HERE IS THE “EMOTIONAL ABC” MADE EASY

Anger is about power or control

This could be real or perceived loss of power; either giving it away – for 
example saying yes when we want to say no – or having our power taken 
away; being controlled by someone. 

It’s important to mention that even though anger is often equated 
with aggression or hostility, they are not the same thing. Aggression and 
hostility are something (toxic) we may do with anger.

Anger often pairs up with

• It’s unfair

• I was wronged

• I deserved better

Expressions of anger include

• annoyance

• frustration

• resentment

• blaming

• making others wrong

• making others small in your mind

• having angry conversations in your head

Healthy anger gives us the courage and power to stop being helpless 
victims. It calls us to stand up for ourselves, for someone else or something 
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we believe in. It helps us to be in our power, set healthy boundaries and 
take action. Healthy anger is connected to the heart and cares about the 
other. It is powerful, passionate and non-aggressive.

Grief / sadness has to do with love or loss

This could be real or perceived loss of love, for example, feeling:

• unsupported

• unloved

• neglected

• lonely

• rejected

Expressions of grief or sadness include

• melancholy

• apathy

• lack of enthusiasm

• tiredness

• dullness

• heavy or sluggish feeling in the body

Healthy grief  is heart opening, cleansing and healing.

Fear is about safety or survival

This could be real or perceived danger or lack of safety.

Expressions of fear include

• anxiety

• stress

• nervousness
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• dissociation

• hyper vigilance

• over analyzing

• controlling behavior

• OCDs

• restlessness

• difficulty to trust 

Healthy fear keeps us from exposing ourselves or anyone else to real 
life- or health-threatening danger. It also stops us from risking things we 
aren’t prepared to lose. For example ‘they say this is a good investment. 
But if it goes wrong I could lose everything, including my house. I’m not 
prepared to take that risk.’

Shame is the feeling that ‘there is something wrong with me’, 
or feeling exposed in a painful way. Shame says ‘I am not 
enough’.

In shame we can feel

• humiliated

• worthless

• ridiculed

• like we want to disappear or sink through the floor

• paralysed 

• embarrassed

Shame of who we are or our humanity and imperfection can sometimes 
be covered up by perfectionism or acting superior (so that no-one will 
notice there is ‘something wrong with us’; to cover up an inferiority 
complex).
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Healthy versions of shame include humility or modesty. Healthy shame 
is usually felt about our actions (rather than who we are) and can urge 
us take responsibility and make better choices in the future. For example 
‘I’m ashamed of the way I acted. I’d had too much to drink and I said 
things that were not mine to share. I’m so sorry. I won’t do that again!’ 

Guilt is the feeling that ‘I have done something wrong’ 

Expressions of guilt could include frequent apologizing or feeling bad, 
sorry or apologetic for no good reason. Unhealthy guilt can make us beat 
ourselves up, or feel responsible for things that are out of our control. For 
example ‘I feel guilty for having nice things when there are people in the 
world who have so little.’

A healthy version of guilt is wanting to make amends or apologize when 
we have acted out of integrity or hurt someone. A healthy version of guilt 
is also called a conscience. Similarly to healthy shame, healthy guilt leads 
to taking responsibility for our actions. For example ‘I’m going to tell my 
boss it was me. He would never find out, but I just can’t take the guilt. I 
can’t let someone else lose their job because of what I did.’

Get to the core

To complicate things, our emotions often exist in layers: one or many 
emotions can be layered on top of another protecting the innermost 
core emotion. For example, when we are hurt by someone we may first 
feel anger and make the other person wrong as a defense not to feel the 
deeper pain. 

In this case anger is a protective layer that keeps us from feeling 
the more vulnerable emotions of grief and sadness, of feeling unloved, 
rejected or abandoned. 
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We all have one emotion that we, when under stress, feel and express 
more easily than the others. It protects other emotions underneath it. 
When we get caught in the surface layers of our emotional experience we 
often stay stuck for longer than necessary, unable to move forward until 
we dive through into the deeper underlying emotions. 

Through uncovering, owning and actually feeling the core emotion 
we can release the energy (emotion), process and perhaps communicate 
it in a conscious way, feel a shift in the situation, and move through it 
much more quickly.

PRACTICE TO IDENTIFY THE CORE EMOTION

Pick a recent situation that triggered something in you, or something 
that you reacted to.

Close your eyes, take a deep relaxed breath in, and then let it all out. 
Repeat this a couple more times. Let your inner awareness drop into your 
body. Notice where you feel the emotion in your body. Is it in the chest, 
the stomach, throat, or somewhere else? 

Then ask yourself: is this about love or loss, about power or control, 
or about safety or survival? Just trust that you know the answer even if 
it’s not obvious at first.

Use the ‘emotional ABC’ above to determine the core emotion. 
Even if you are not feeling the core emotion right now (as you may be 
feeling a surface emotion), know that it is the one you need to eventually 
get to in order to process the underlying energy in your body. Often 
just understanding this consciously can help you get in touch with the 
innermost and more vulnerable core emotion. 

Give yourself permission to go there and feel it. Don’t worry if it 
doesn’t happen straight away; just allow yourself to keep connecting to 
the emotion until you feel it being released.
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The difference between feelings and emotions

Feelings and emotions are inter-related but slightly 

different. You could say they are the two sides of the 

same coin.

Simply said, emotions are physiological and can 

be measured by blood flow, brain activity, facial 

expressions, body language and so on. Emotions are 

shared by all humans, even animals, even though we 

can be mentally unaware of them.

Feelings, on the other hand, are physical and mental 

sensations and cognitive reactions to the emotions. 

They are what you make of the emotions in your mind. 

Feelings are influenced by your personal experiences, 

associations and temperament. They are difficult to 

measure objectively and are individual to each person.

Urges and impulses sometimes get mistaken for 

feelings. ‘I feel like a tub of double chocolate icecream’ 

isn’t actually a feeling. It’s more of a desire. 

Can’t we just keep the ‘good’ and throw away the ‘bad’?

When the heavier emotional energies aren’t moving freely through the 
system they block the flow of joy, love, peace and other lighter energy 
frequencies as well. Once we get in touch with the deeper, more painful, 
difficult emotions we have perhaps tried to avoid, we’ll soon find ourselves 
feeling more pure joy, peace and love as well. 

Eventually we become familiar and comfortable with the full range of 
our inner experience, and start letting go of the judgments we have had 
about our painful or messy emotions. 
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Once we have released the excess internal pressure of the old stagnant 
energies and keep letting our emotions flow naturally, they will come, go 
and change like the weather without staying stuck or becoming toxic. 
We will simply enjoy them as the different flavors and colors of our life 
and experience!

When awareness is brought to an emotion, power is brought to your life. 
Tara Meyer Robson
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